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Update On The Micro Nukes In The WTC
By Ed Ward, MD

6-15-7

Verifying the Source of Tritium Levels 55 X the Normal Environmental

Amount 

Certified Laboratory Testing of WTC Debris Currently In Progress.
 

In a collaborative effort between Author/Artist/Survivor/Patriot Janette

MacKinlay, Physicist Dr. Bill Deagle, MD, and Dr. Ed Ward, MD, MT,

WTC debris has been received by a Certified Laboratory for key tests which

may show definitive origination for the massive Tritium Levels in the WTC

buildings.
 

7.5 gms of WTC dust has been submitted to a Certified Laboratory for this

specific ananlysis. The pending results are about half way through

preparation and will be available in about 1 to 2 weeks. The single sample

was extremely minimal for adequate sampling of the massive damage left in

turning 3 buildings into steel and particles, but may be enough to give

irrefutable support for the origination of Tritium Levels present in the WTC

buildings and prove beyond any doubt there was a nuclear reaction in the

WTC buildings.  Dr. Deagle should have the results by this Friday.
 

Elements, Testing, Theory
 

Sample Testing (ppms per USGS study for average amount):
 

Certified LaboratoryTesting Request: Elemental Isotope RatioTests: All

Isotopes of the following elements.
 

Niobium 93 - 8 ppm in sample (+/- 50%) - Nb 93 for extremely rare Nb 94

ratio.



 

Beryllium 9 - 3 ppm in sample (+/- 50%) - Be 9 for extremely rare Be 10

ratio.
 

Cobalt 59 - 6 ppm in sample (+/- 50%) - Co 59 for extremely rare Co 60

ratio.
 

The entire test sample is one sample of small quantity, with extremely small

quantities (parts per Million) of Isotopes and are checking for Isotopes in

the range of billionths that should not exist in nature. Billionths will

demonstrate massive creation if any of these three Elements show Any

Isotope Ratio at all.
 

Neutron Activation produces rare stable isotopes in some elements. Any

isotopes other than Nb 93, Be 9 and Co 59 for these 3 elements will be

proof of Neutron Activation at the WTC site and will show the origin of the

massive Tritium levels.
 

It is important to remember the amount of debris being tested regarding the

relevance of a negative finding in this particular sample. The entire sample

is only 7 grams (about 1/80th of a pound) out of 3 billion pounds of debris.

Research suggests that only about 10% of debris directly affected by a

nuclear explosion will show Neutron Activation. Dr. Deagle and myself

encourage others with verified WTC debris to perform their own tests for

the presence of isotope ratios that can only be formed during a nuclear

reaction on their samples. The Tritium levels prove a nuclear reaction

occured. The isotope ratios will verify that proof.
 

List of Elements in the USGS analysis of WTC debris that should show

readily detectable Neutron Activation:
 

Element Isotopes, Isotope Percentages in Nature, Mean Percantage in

USGS analysis:
 

Silicon - 28 Si 92.23%, 29 Si 4.67%, 15%
 

Carbon - 12 C 98.9%, 13 C 1.1% stable, 2%
 

Sulfur - 32 S 95.02%, 33 S 0.075%, 3%
 

Iron - 56 Fe 91.72%, 57 Fe 2.2%, 58 Fe 0.28%, 1.63%
 

Nickel - 58 Ni 68.08%, 59 Ni 1/2 life 7600 years, 60 Ni 26.22%, 61 Ni

1.14%, 37 ppm
 

Niobium - 93 Nb 100%, 94 Nb 1/2 life 20,000 years, 8.3 ppm



 

Beryllium - 9 Be 100%, 10 Be 1/2 life 1.5 mil years, only 3 ppm
 

Potassium - 39 K 93.256%, 40 K only plant animal, 1/2%
 

Titanium - 48 Ti 73.8%, 49 Ti 5.5%, 0.25%
 

Chromium - 52 Cr 83.79%, 53 Cr 9.5%, 116 ppm
 

Cobalt - 59 Co 100% , 60 Co 1/2 life 5 years, only 6ppm
 

_________
 

Radio Interviews on Micro Nukes in the WTC with Ed Ward, MD:

http://www.rense.com/
 

The Jeff Rense Program - (Linkage provided by Jeff Rense on his site with

this article's publication)
 

Interview 1: October 12, 2006 - 2 hours - Deals with the first article on

Micro Nukes with a small amount of information in the second article.
 

Interview 2: April 17, 2007 - Deals with the second and third articles on

Micro Nukes.
 

The Dr. Bill Deagle Show - Clay and Iron.

Scroll down to:
 

March 22, 2007, March 28, 2007, April 9, 2007, April 26, 2007 and May

10, 2007 another show has been scheduled for June 26, 2007.
 

Micro Nukes in the WTC information has also also been presented on

reputable radio shows: CurrentTv with host Dr. Hesham Tillawi, Radio

Liberty with Dr. Stanley Monteith, and TruthRadio with host D'Anne

Burley.
 

The US Government's Usage of Atomic Bombs - Domestic - WTC
 

Update: The US Government·s Usage of Atomic Bombs - Domestic - WTC
 

Update: Proves Micro Nukes in the WTC
 

Bombs in the WTC Proves Nothing to Racist-Fascist Bigots
 

Articles referencing my micro nukes articles.
 

Ted Twietmeyer's excellent article on EMP effects:



What May Have Melted the WTC Vehicles.
 

Jerry Mazza's insights on 911 and current political scams:

Ground Zero Illnesses Come Back to Haunt Giuliani.
 

Significant contributions of others in making the facts of 911 nukes known:
 

Janette MacKinlay - Author/Artist/Survivor/Patriot:
 

Author -

Fortunate: A Personal Diary of 911 - Online.

http://www.theneedtoremember.com/gallery_books.html

Online Order - (She signed mine - ask her about personalizing your copy)

.

The Need to Remember (JM's Website/Intro).

http://www.theneedtoremember.com/artist.html
 

Artist - Some of Janette's insightful Art is included in the book's 40 color

photographs. There are several unseen relevant photographs of the day that

are quite interesting. Prints of her creative art are

http://www.theneedtoremember.com/gallery_prints.html here.
 

Survivor -

http://www.theneedtoremember.com/news2.html

Janette was at home, 113 Liberty Street, on 911 and was directly across

Liberty Street from the South Tower. Her insights on that day make one

feel as though they are present.
 

Patriot - Janette MacKinlay has been a guest speaker at 911 Conferences,

the subject of news articles and several TV appearances. The 911 WTC

debris tested by Dr. Jo Bill Deagle - During his November, 2004, interview

on the false flag Oklahoma bombing (to destroy militia activism/credibility)

with Dr. Deagle, Alex Jones elaborates on why it is my belief that Dr.

Deagle is the premier, foremost expert on 911 evidence evaluations: "If I try

to read his bio, it's literally ten pages long. He's worked for the US

government at every level (before he found out the truth of government

tyranny - which he has been desperately trying to expose to the masses

since his discovery). And he has written some articles for the web, a very

bold person, telling the truth. He's Dr. William Richard Deagle, MD, and

every other D (Doctorate) you can imagine. I've never seen anything like

this. This guy has worked in cybernetics, secret operations. The list goes on

and on."
 

Jeff Rense - Jeff Rense has been vital in the dispersal of the Micro Nuke

information. Without his valuable efforts, very few would know the facts of

the Micro Nuke evidence.



 

Susan Callaway - Owner/Editor of The Price of Liberty. Past Editor of the

Sierra Times. Many years have passed since Susan first granted my articles

a safe repository on the internet.http://www.thepriceofliberty.org/
 

A very insightful interview with John McCarthy on 911 Truth and the

Citizens Grand Jury debacle.

http://johnmccarthy90066.tripod.com/sitebuildercontent/

sitebuilderfiles/interview_john_jimfetzer_20070605.mp3
 

Israel Zionists and US Fascists Murder USS Liberty Crew in War Plot -

Operation Cyanide and the 303 Committee
 

Dead in the Water

During the Six-Day War, Israel attacked and nearly sank the USS Liberty

belonging to its closest ally, the USA. Thirty-four American servicemen

were killed in the two-hour assault by Israeli warplanes and torpedo boats.

Survivors were placed under threat of prison for revealing the atrocity. An

excellent BBC Documentary.
 

Documented announcement of proven facts of tyranny for at least 3 years

as documented by http://video.google.com/videJFK II - Massive

Documented Evidence of the Participants of the JFK Assassinations - JFK II

confirms the noting of the participants as named in "Take a Look at

Operation Northwoods"

http://www.thepriceofliberty.org/04/10/15/ward.htm

Oct 14, 2004 by Ed Ward, MD.
 

Yes, there was a "Operation Northwoods" written and proposed to then

President Kennedy by L.L. Lemnitzer (Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff), the

document that was signed and approved by all of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

has been declassified. You can also find G.B. Sr. connections with Brig.

General Lansdale, Air Force General and Deputy Director of the CIA

Charles P. Cabell (brother of Earle Cabell, Mayor of Dallas at the time of

the JFK Assassination), Frank Sturgis and E, Howard Hunt. GB Sr. did

work for the CIA prior to 1966, with his ties with Robert Mosbacher and

Felix Rodriguez during that time. He also may have had a hand in

Operations: 40, Mongoose, Bounty, Bingo, Dirty Tricks, Good Times, and

Cyclone.
 

The Secret Government: The Constitution in Crisis - Bill Moyers 1987
 

How did US get to full fledged world wide tyranny? An Excellent

Documentary to see the progression of tyranny. This is the full length 90

min. version of Bill Moyer's 1987 scathing critique of the criminal

subterfuge carried out by the Executive Branch of the United States



Government to carry out operations which are clearly contrary to the

wishes and values of the American people. The ability to exercise this

power with impunity is facilitated by the National Security Act of 1947.

The thrust of the exposé is the Iran-Contra arms and drug-running

operations which flooded the streets of our nation with crack cocaine. The

significance of the documentary is probably greater today in 2007 than it

was when it was made. We now have a situation in which these same forces

have committed the most egregious terrorist attack on US soil and have

declared a fraudulent so-called "War on Terror". The ruling regime in the

US who have conducted the invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, are now

banging the war drum against Iran. We have the PATRIOT act which has

stripped us of many of our basic civil rights justified by the terror of 9/11

tyranny produced by the US government.
 

SAVE AMERICA! DEMAND AN HONEST VOTE! BRING OUR

TROOPS HOME NOW!
 

STOP SPENDING AND START SAVING! - CUT THE GDP -

GOVERNMENTS EXIST BY THE PEOPLE'S SPENDING - WHEN OUR

'REPRESENTATIVES' START RETURNING THE CONSTITUTION -

WE CAN START SPENDING AGAIN.
 

http://www.wearenotbuyingit.org/

http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/c/a/2006/02/16

/MNG2KH9P4767.DTL
 

Dei Jurum Conventus - (God's Rights (Unity)/Convention)
 

Ed Ward, MD; http://groups.yahoo.com/group/EdWard-MD/ ,

http://www.thepriceofliberty.org/arc_ward.htm

Independent writer/Media Liaison for The Price of Liberty;

.
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